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Those of you that will have taken a quick glance through this latest newsletter before reading my Introduction will have no doubt
observed that almost the entire edition has been dedicated to modelling rather than real aviation articles. As you know, Steve
and I normally try to maintain a balance between both genres but recent events have conspired against this for this edition with
my long-awaited next instalment in the Vietnamese Nationalist Air Force (South Vietnam) aircraft series being delayed yet
again. Fortunately we have been blessed with the arrival of a host of new Asian Air Arm themed model kits and a superb new
book on the Republic of Singapore Air Force for preview or review, together with some excellent modelling articles.
Regular contributor, Jon Bryon has produced an absolute masterclass on the Academy 1:48 Scale KAI T-50 indigenous South
Korean advanced trainer aircraft which is very topical for those of us here in Europe with the ROKAF Aerobatic Display Team
‘The Black Eagles’ currently on tour as I write. I am also delighted to welcome Graham James to our band of contributors this
month. Graham is an old friend from the Harrier Special Interest Group to which we both belong and we (thanks Alan !) recently
managed to persuade him to both join our SIG and contribute to the newsletter. Graham will readily admit that the Harrier is his
first love and so it is only right and proper that he should write on this subject but I also happen to know that he is a fan of the
Dassault Rafale and the KAI T-50 so we can look forward to plenty more from him an Asian themed subjects in the future.
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Some will recall that we recently added Iran to our list of countries covered by the Special Interest Group so yours truly decided
that it was about time that we introduced the country’s Air Arm to the readership. I have therefore kicked off with Part 1 of my
ongoing Zoukei-Mura build of the classic McDD F-4D Phantom II in Islamic Iranian Air Force Service. Furthermore, and as
Steve has alluded to, I have also produced a basic ‘kitography’ of Iranian subjects should anyone wish to model something from
the fascinating Air Arms of this country, all of which have seen their fair share of operational action over the last 40+ years. I am
also hoping to ‘recruit’ the services of an excellent modeller, who hails from Iran, and has produced some excellent models that
some of you may have seen over on the Britmodeller website.
Again, as some of you are aware, we have once again made it onto the UK model show circuit, mainly thanks to the sterling
efforts of our Show Coordinator, Alan Smith, although a few other stalwarts have been involved. As I write this short missive,
we are hurtling towards the end of July and before long we will be preparing for our long awaited reappearance at Scale Model
World 2022, after a three-year absence. I therefore hope to be able to provide some preliminary information on this event and
our plans for participation in the next Newsletter, due for publication at the end of September.
Until then, Happy modelling, spotting and reading !
Mark Attrill

Hello once again,
You are possibly wondering why, for the first time, I have chosen to feature a model rather than a photo of a ‘real’ aircraft on the
front cover of the newsletter. Well, in this issue, I am very happy to welcome a contribution from long-time member Jon Bryon,
whose blog, Jon’s Models, many of you will already be familiar with. However, if you’re not, you should go and check it out right
away! Jon offered me the article along with his permission to cut, chop and edit it as I felt necessary. However, I felt that it was
so well-written, and so jam-packed with useful tips and techniques, that it justified reproducing it in its entirety, as I’m sure you
will agree when you read it for yourselves. This means that you get a lovely big bumper issue this time around, so what’s not to
like! I have another of Jon’s articles lined up for a future edition, and I’m sure this first feature will whet our appetites for more
from him.
Another member making his debut appearance in this newsletter is Graham James, who presents us with an excellent piece on
two Thai Harrier builds, with lots of useful information for anyone wishing to build a model of this iconic, world-beating aircraft.
Graham has promised us a few more build articles over the coming months.
Besides providing several articles for this edition, our SIG Leader, Mark, has spent quite a bit of his precious spare time
producing a detailed and very useful kitography of Iranian subjects. He acknowledges that he may have missed some items due
to the vastness of the hobby, and what is (or was once) available, but it is the result of several weeks’ intensive research and
should satisfy the needs of most modellers.
Steve Komor
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The recent re-issue of Fly Models 1:48
Scale BAC Jet Provost T.51/52, first
released as an RAF Jet Provost T.Mk.3/4
in 2014, prompted me to do some
research into whether any of the Asian
Air Arms operated this popular British two
-seat basic jet training aircraft. The new
kit focuses on use in the Middle East,
with decal options for an Iraqi Air Force
machine together with camouflaged
examples operated by the South Arabian
Federation Air Force and the Air Force of
the Peoples’ Democratic Republic of
Yemen. My research revealed that
Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) was, in fact, the
launch export customer for the Jet
Provost, ordering twelve T.51 aircraft
(equivalent to the T.Mk.3) in 1959. The
first aircraft were delivered to No.6
Squadron at Katunayaka in late 1959,
where they provided the Royal Ceylon Air
Force with a ground attack and air
interception capability during a more
peaceful era in history. In spite of
considerable success in exporting the
type to Africa and the Middle East, no more orders from Asian Air arms were initially realised. The fledgling Singapore Air
Defence Command, which subsequently became the Republic of Singapore Air Force, opted for the more powerful BAC
Strikemaster, with first deliveries in 1969, but the rapid growth of the air arm made it necessary to source additional aircraft and
a batch of second-hand Strikemaster Mk.81s, together with seven Jet Provost T.Mk.52s, were purchased from South Yemen in
1974, making Singapore the second Asian country to operate the earlier type. Due to limitations with cockpit pressurisation and
the less powerful Viper 202 engine,
these latter aircraft were used mainly for
flight instructor training by the
Standards Flight throughout the 1970s
and were phased out in 1981.
The Fly Models kit is typical of the
limited run mixed-media kits that
originate from the Czech Republic. The
kit is nicely presented in an end opening
box which features attractive artwork of
an Iraqi Air Force machine, sporting a
typical RAF style Training Command
colour scheme of the period. Inside the
box are two sand coloured and one
clear plastic sprue containing a total of
39 parts and a small bag of 19 resin
parts. The superbly printed decal sheet,
produced by the well known Czech
decal manufacturer, BOA Agency,
contains markings for all of the
aforementioned Middle Eastern options
with a full set of comprehensive and
clear assembly instructions, including
full colour camouflage and marking
diagrams completing a nice little
package. In spite of the limited run
nature of this kit, the plastic parts
feature nicely engraved panel lines
although care will need to be taken to ensure this detail is not lost during the painting phase, such is the finesse of the
engraving. Modellers should also note that the plastic parts do not feature much in the way of locating tabs or pins so care will
need to be taken with alignment, and it may be helpful to fashion plasticard tabs for those items with a butt joint, such as the
tailplanes and wingtip tanks. The two-part cockpit canopy is also nicely moulded and very clear, which is essential to show off
the nicely detailed cockpit which is a major focal point for this model. The majority of resin parts are used to furnish the cockpit
area, and include the Martin-Baker Type 4P1 Ejection seats complete with moulded seatbelt detail, the cockpit sidewalls, centre
console and control columns. The air intakes, exhaust nozzle and wheels are also presented in resin with nice detail throughout.
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As with most aircraft models, assembly is rather conventional and starts with a nicely detailed 12-part
cockpit. The plastic instrument panel features well defined detail for those that prefer to paint their own
instruments and dials but separate decals are also provided for this and some of the more prominent
placards that adorned the cockpit of this training aircraft. The simple construction of the prototype means
that the fuselage comes together quite quickly and modellers should note the requirement to place weight
in the nose since the tricycle undercarriage is positioned quite far forward on this particular aircraft type. I
would also recommend deviating from the
instructions at this stage with regard to the
fitting of the navigation lights (Parts CP1),
and fit these towards the end of the build.
The main wings are, as one would imagine,
quite simple affairs with no separately
moulded flying control surfaces. The main
undercarriage, made up of both resin and
plastic parts, also comes together very
quickly. Care will need to be taken with the
assembly of the wingtip tanks since part of
the sand coloured plastic needs to be
removed from the tip to accommodate the
clear navigation lights (Part CP3). Modellers
should also note that the kit instructions at
Stages 12/13 are a little misleading since
they suggest the tailplanes have locating
tabs and the relevant slots in the rear
fuselage structure. This is not the case and
the modeler will either have to accept using a
butt joint or incorporating a very thin tab and
groove system for a more robust join.
Assembly is completed with the fitment of the
two ejection seats, some small airframe
details and the two-part cockpit canopy.
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As previously stated, the three decal marking options provided in the kit are for non-Asian Air Arm examples and are therefore
not particularly relevant to this review. That said, many of standard airframe safety, maintenance and servicing markings would
be relevant for the BAC Jet Provost Mk.51/52s operated by Sri Lanka and Singapore so a short comment on the quality of the
decal sheet is appropriate. Not surprisingly given their origin, the decals are of an extremely high quality given the BOA Agency’s
reputation. The gloss decals appear to be ultra thin so care will need to be taken with their application but they show excellent
register, colour density and register. I am not aware of any specific to type aftermarket decals in this scale for either the Sri
Lankan
or
Singaporean
aircraft. That said, some of
the markings would be
relatively easy to source from
generic marking and serial
number decal sheets and I
feel sure that one or two
enterprising
decal
manufacturers
may
well
release a sheet with some
more exotic marking options
in the near future.
This is a welcome re-release
of a popular aircraft type and
provides modellers with an
interest in either Asian Air
Arms or basic jet trainers to have another opportunity to acquire one of these impressive little models. The basic kit will provide a
nice replica in its own right but for those that may seek additional detail, Brengun do produce an aftermarket photoetched detail
set (Item No. BRL48062) which provides a host of additional cockpit and airframe details.
Highly Recommended
Mark Attrill – June 2022
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Fellow SIG member Jon Bryon has very kindly given permission to feature this article, which first appeared on his excellent
blog Jon’s Models (https://jonbryon.com). Jon is a 1/48 afficionado, and his blog features a very extensive range of builds
in that scale, along with some very interesting , and often very amusing, articles about himself and modelling in general. If you
haven’t already visited the site, then I highly recommend that you do so a.s.a.p. - Ed.

Number Four in my little ‘F-16 and children’ series is this kit from Academy of the Korean Aerospace Industries T-50 Golden
Eagle supersonic trainer. Designed in cooperation with Lockheed Martin, its Fighting Falcon heritage is obvious from the wings,
tail surfaces and undercarriage, but it departs in some interesting areas, such as the twin intakes.
This is a much better kit than it has any right to be. The subject is, after all, a relatively niche interest aircraft that in 2011, when
it was released, had not seen widespread use. Clearly Academy wanted to do a good job for the home crowd, rather like
Hasegawa did for the comparable and equally obscure Kawasaki T-4.
It’s moulded in white, which is a pain, in soft plastic and
with fine and comprehensive recessed surface detail.
There is a slight texture to the parts, sadly not uncommon
these days in modern kits, and which you would not find in
a top quality kit from the 1990s. In my opinion, this is one
of the few areas in modelling that has seen a regression
over the last couple of decades, but it’s a small price to pay
for advances elsewhere.
Such advances are evident here. The slide moulding is
done very well and the surface detail nicely reproduced
over the entire kit. The parts are numerous and finely
moulded; the cockpit is particularly complete and the
undercarriage is nice and busy, although still rather
simplified compared to the real thing. A dry fit of the parts
is very encouraging. Add decals printed by Cartograf, and
the overall package is surprisingly alluring.
The cockpit was base coated in Mr Color 317 and then
masked off for the black panels to be sprayed.

The only concession to aftermarket I made was to get
some Wolfpack resin seats. This was less for the detail and
more for the fact that I hate making seat belts. They are
adequate for this purpose, but far from a necessary
addition. I found the cockpit to be one of the most complete
out of the box cockpits I’ve ever seen, including proper
separate throttle controls and extensive internal canopy
details. The only improvements would have been for some
better instrument panel decals and properly detailed upper
Back to Index
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instrument panels. (These are shown as such in the instructions but the plastic is blank.) As is my wont, I
did a very cursory job of the cockpit so I could get it out of the way and onto the bit I like most: sticking
the big parts together and sorting the seams out.
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The cockpit tub is straight from the
box. The detail has been brush
painted as I didn’t realise decals
were provided until it was too late!

The finished cockpit prior to the canopy being installed. The seats are from Wolfpack, but all the rest is straight from the kit. The
ejection seat decals are not mentioned in the instructions.

The insides of the intakes are marred by ejector pin marks. I
like to highlight these with a pen and then use CA to fill them.
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Yes, you read that correctly! My favourite part of modelling is the bodywork: removing the seams. I used
to hate it. In fact, I believed it was impossible. I kept reading in magazines about how a modeller had
eliminated the seams, yet I could still see them on the finished model. My sense of disillusionment only
increased when I started going to model shows. Was it really possible to actually remove a seam?
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Once I realised that the answer to this question was ‘yes’, and that I could do it easily with super glue,
seam work rapidly became the core of my modelling process. I am a firm believer that however good the
fit of a kit, the seams will always need some work. It’s taken me a couple of decades, but I’ve now reached a point where I am
satisfied enough with my seam removal techniques.
In addition to super glue, my enjoyment also stems from finally getting the right tools. The secret, in my opinion, is not only in the
filling material, but also in the abrasives. After trying most of the products on the market, I have settled on a large collection of
Infini sanding products I’ve amassed: sanding sticks, sponge sticks, sponge sheets, elastic sanding films and adhesive-backed
sanding sheets stuck to Ultra Flat Sanders. I cannot recommend these highly enough for their consistency in grit size and
longevity.
My typical work flow for dealing with a joint starts with the glue. Since I find cements that use a chemical bond, such as Tamiya
Extra Thin, often leave an unstable joint liable to shrink over time, I eliminate that problem by using a thick super glue. The
downside is there’s no adjustment time; the upside is the joint sets quickly, can be worked on in minutes, and will not produce
any of the dreaded ghost seams.
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Once the seam is glued, I will most likely use more super glue along its length. For this model, I experimented with a new
product to me: VMS’ CA Filler Powder. I’ve no idea what this is made from, nor what its long term stability will be, but you mix it
with super glue to form a paste that can be applied with more accuracy than neat CA. I found it made the super glue a bit easier
to sand and a lot easier to scribe – these are the two main disadvantages of using CA as a filler. I rarely use accelerator.
After an indeterminate period of time, stretching from a few minutes to several days (depending on when I can next get to the
model), I’ll set to sanding out the super glue using a variety of abrasives. Each of the products mentioned earlier have their
strengths and weaknesses. My latest acquisition – the elastic sanding films – are particularly nice as they wrap around my finger
and give me a very intimate contact with the surface I’m sanding. The important thing is to start coarse (usually 400 or 600 grit)
and work up through each grit (800, 1000, 1500…) to something like 2500. It’s worth noting that grits are rarely comparable
between different manufacturers (or even between product ranges from the same brand), which is why I like to confine myself to
just one for a given joint. After a polish with the 4000 buffer, you should have a very smooth and scratch-free surface.
Of course, you also need to monitor your progress as you go. I have two main tools for this: light, and a needle. The light needs
to be bright and close. I hold the seam up to the light at a very acute angle. Any surface imperfections will become visible as
shadows, and these become more obvious as you go to higher grits. The needle is used for checking these shadows. I run it,
with no pressure at all, across the joint. If it catches or deviates it means more work needs to be done. It sounds a lot of work,
and it is, but I’m happy with the results and it means I do not need to prime for the purpose of checking seams.

One of my new favourite tools is this Infini elastic sanding film. It really gives great sensitivity when eliminating joins.
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To re-scribe detail I
find this HIQ ‘carving
tape’ invaluable. It’s
transparent, so you
can see what you are
doing, and easy to
apply.

There are lots of internal seams in the
intakes to clean up. Access is very
restricted, so clamping some sanding
sponge in reverse action tweezers is a
simple way to deal with them.

The undercarriage has to be fitted
quite early on. I’ve highlighted the
detail using a neutral enamel
wash from Mig Productions.

Back to the T-50. The engineering of the kit is relatively complex and the fuselage comes in three main sections. Within these,
the heart of the model is the main undercarriage bay/rear intake section. Get this right and everything else should follow. I did
not get it right and it caused me no end of trouble. I still do not know if this was my fault or the kit’s!
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These are the main parts for
the forward fuselage. There
are a lot of components and
therefore plenty of seams to
address.
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The problem for me was that I could not get the main bay to seat fully down into the lower fuselage half. I didn’t think much of it
at the time, but as the build continued it became apparent that this was a critical mistake. The first sign of trouble was that the
intake trunking protruded too far forward from the lower fuselage, meaning the intakes wouldn’t fit. Once I’d fixed this with some
gentle sanding, it then transpired that the intake trunking did not line up with the intakes.

This is one reason why installing the main
undercarriage bay correctly is so
important. I was left with this gap between
the fuselage and the intake.

The protruding inner intake trunk was
sanded down using a very rigid and
coarse sanding stick.
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With the intakes attached you can see the horrible
mismatch between the front and rear inner
trunking.
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Now, I’m all for ignoring stuff that doesn’t matter that much, but I have become increasingly fussy when it comes to intake
interiors. I had hoped that after making three F-16-style intakes, those on the T-50 would be easier, but I was mistaken.
Academy supply full intake trunking all the way back to the engine turbine face (a part that is invisible on the finished model). I’d
already eliminated the longitudinal seams along the front and rear sections of the intake trunks, but the problem was the front
and rear sections did not match up. At all. My solution was to force the rear section (that part attached to the main undercarriage
bay) to meet with the front intake sections. This worked, until I realised that the soft plastic had fractured in several places on the
lower fuselage ahead of the main bay. Damn.

My new favourite filler material. This is cheap CA
glue from Amazon and CA Filler Powder from VMS
which I mix in a bottle top using a cocktail stick.

Eventually I worked it all out with more of the CA/powder mix on both the inside and the outside of the intakes. It took forever to
get the insides even close to smooth (and they were not perfect when I was done), and my usual method of grabbing a small
piece of sanding sponge in reverse action tweezers was hampered by the intakes being both small and curvy.

After many, many hours of filling and sanding, I
managed to make the inner intakes smooth enough.
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This was all made worse when during clean up, the panel across the length of the main landing gear bay
(part A35) tore away from where it was mounted because the main bay had not seated properly. This
necessitated some ‘negative modelling’ (a great phrase coined, I believe, by David Knights from the
Plastic Model Mojo podcast), which is where things have gone backwards and you’re modelling just to
get back to where you were. Again, CA and powder were the solution.
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TL;DR (as they say on the internet): fit the main undercarriage bay properly (i.e. step 3 in the
instructions) and save yourself a world of pain.
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The fit of the central fuselage panel was not so
great at the rear either.

Some negative modelling: this finished seam tore loose
during construction and had to be reattached, refilled
and re-sanded. More effort just to get back to square
one!

The base of the tail comes as three parts. To
get the best fit, I’ve attached the front part and
half of the rear section.
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In general, I found the fit to be highly variable. Some parts, like the tail sections and nose, fitted
amazingly well. Others, like the LERX panels under the front fuselage, had some horrible gaps that ARMS
required filling. The latter were extremely difficult to access and were dealt with by using a lot of Milliput
followed by more CA and powder. In order to prove the rule that I should only join parts with super glue
in order to avoid ghost seams, I did use Tamiya Extra Thin to stick the upper and lower front fuselage
halves together. This was because I thought the joint was a panel line. Turns out, it isn’t, and I
proceeded to clean the seam up. A week later I had a ghost seam: should have used the CA! Some brushed on Mr Base White
1000 functioned as an excellent filler and was gently sanded out using a 2000 grit sanding stick.
KAI make this aircraft in trainer and armed versions, and Academy have catered for this by providing optional parts for the gun.
I obviously needed the blank insert, and this fitted moderately well. Usually, I would have left this well alone, but with my new
CA and powder combination, I felt emboldened to see if I could make the panel seamless. As is often the case with panel
inserts, the part I had attached sat slightly lower than the surrounding fuselage. The hard bit would be re-scribing the irregular
shape of the panel edge.
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The gun blank panel, and the panel behind it, fit
well, but not perfectly. I filled them both with the
CA and powder mix.

Eventually I hit upon the idea of using the spare gun panel. I traced around this to make a template using thin plastic card. I
then filled the panel completely with the super glue and powder mix, and sanded it flush. I stuck my template in place using a
couple of tiny dots of super glue, and scribed round it with a pin. With the template popped off and the glue dots polished away,
I had a nice flush panel with a neatly scribed edge. If you haven’t guessed it yet, I really like this super glue/powder combo.

I made a scribing template from the
spare panel in the kit and re-scribed the
panel using a needle in a pin vice. The
black wash is then used to assess the
quality of the work.

The area around the intakes has many deep recesses and ideally all of this would have been painted prior to assembly. The
poor fit of the LERX panels precluded this and an awful lot of sanding work was necessary around all the joints where the front
and rear fuselages come together. Infini PE sanders were invaluable for accessing the deep nooks and crannies where seams
had to be removed.
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A big gap was evident between the LERX and the fuselage
by the intake. Thankfully, the other side was better.

After I had sorted out the joint under the LERX I needed
to re-scribe the panel line. I used Tamiya tape for
compound curves for this task as it’s flexible enough to
follow the line.

The finished LERX panel line – not perfect, but it will
do.

There are large sprue gates on the canopy, so it’s
best removed using a fine razor saw. There’s also a
prominent mould seam down its centre.
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Academy mould the main canopy with its correct omega cross section and thus there is a mould seam to
clean up along its length. This is straightforward to remove. I like to start with the finest grit I can get ARMS
away with,
which in
this case
was
a
1000 grit
Infini sanding stick. I used this to
grind away the seam until it was
gone, and then polished it using
2000, 3000, 5000 and 7000 grit
sticks, all used wet and applying
gentle pressure. Once this was
done I moved to Tamiya
polishing compounds. I’ve taken
to applying these using cloth
buffing wheels chucked in my
Proxxon Micromot, which is
highly effective but incredibly
messy as polishing compound is
flung from the wheel. By working
my way up through the Coarse,
Fine and Finish compounds I
ended up with a sparking and
defect-free canopy.

This is what it looks like after I’ve
worked my way through 2000, 3000,
5000 and 7000 grit sanding sticks.

After sanding sticks I move to
using a motor tool to buff the
canopy with Tamiya polishing
compounds.

The main canopy fitted quite well once I had thinned down the rear bulkhead significantly. At the front, the windscreen was
another matter and I had to spend quite some time hacking away at the inside of the front cockpit coaming to get it to fit properly
and allow the windscreen to fit over the top. Since they would be largely invisible, I made life simpler for myself by not installing
the interior canopy rails.
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I like to check my progress around
recessed detail by using a wash,
since it’s hard to see what you’re
doing with white plastic. There’s
still more work to be done here.

I left off the flaps for painting as I wished to pose them deflected, as is common in photos of the real thing. In the end, they fitted
very poorly when deflected, and so I added them in the neutral position. I also left off the tail and exhaust as they fitted very well
and could be added later. Having the tail surfaces separate would make the polishing I intended to do much easier. The
navigation lights on the intake sides did not fit very well into their recesses and I thinned the bases down using the flat sander.
This was difficult as the parts are small and there’s not much to hold on to. The lights themselves were masked using very fine
strips of Tamiya tape filled in with Maskol. They look clunky on the finished model and this is one of the areas I am least happy
with.
There is meant to be a small blade antenna on the spine, as shown in the painting instructions. This wasn’t on my kit; either it
was sheared off at some point, or Academy failed to mould it correctly. I replaced it with a spare from a MiG-21 kit.

The canopy fitted quite well, but I still filled and
re-scribed most of the shut line. Masking
started with thin strips of masking tape.

A ghost seam appeared at the
join between the upper and
lower fuselages. I used some
Mr Base White 1000 as a filler,
followed by very gentle
sanding with a high-grit
sanding stick.
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It then came time to think about the finish. This was going to be tough, because the aircraft is white and
generally very clean. The main conundrum is what do with the recessed surface detail? A wash would
most likely be overpowering, but doing nothing never looks good in my opinion, especially close up. I
decided to do something new, and ‘pre-wash’ the surface detail. I’m sure people have done this before,
but it was new to me.
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I ‘pre-washed’ the recessed detail using a mix of
Tamiya black and grey panel line wash over the
primer (in this case Mr Finishing Surfacer 1500
White).

I gently sanded the excess wash away using 2500
grit sanding film. The wing has been mostly done in
this picture.

Sanding has been completed
in this photo, and the port
wing has been coated with
some subsequent layers of
Mr Color 316 to tone the
wash down.
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First, several thin coats of Mr Finishing Surfacer 1500 were airbrushed over the entire airframe. On top of
this I applied a wash made from mixing Tamiya black and grey panel line washes. These are dense,
enamel washes that dry quickly and hard. My plan was to then lightly sand the entire airframe with 2500
grit sanding sponges and film, which would perform the dual functions of both removing the excess wash
and smoothing the primer for the subsequent highly-thinned coats of white. This worked surprisingly well.
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The final white finish is a mixture of layers of Mr Color 1 and 316, the latter being warmer in tone. I
thinned this about 80% with Mr Rapid Thinner (so I could spray more coats more rapidly) and set about toning down the wash.
Knowing when to stop was a challenge, and I’m not sure I got it right, but when the recessed detail was only just distinguishable
from the surrounding panels, I stopped. Overall, I think this was a pretty effective way of subtly highlighting the detail, but you’ll
have to be the final judge!
Having spent ages looking at photos of real T-50s online, the subtleties of the finish became obvious. It looks a lot simpler than
it is. The anti-glare panel was masked with the aid of a template made from a Silhouette cutter and airbrushed with a mix of
MRP Black, Traffic Grey and Insignia Blue in an 8:1:1 ratio. This allowed me to distinguish it from the nose cone, which was
simply black. The red is a hard shade to pin down, as it changes so much from photo to photo, but in the end I settled on a
75/25 mix of Mr Color 3 Red and 59 Orange. This was also masked with assistance from a template scanned from the decal
sheet and cut from Tamiya masking sheet using the Silhouette.

ASIAN AIR ARMS NEWSLETTER 33

Masks were cut using a Silhouette cutter, having
been designed from the scanned decal sheet. This
allowed me to establish the shape so the anti-glare
panel could be masked with tape.

Masking has been completed so the black can
be sprayed. The same method was used for the
red markings around the nose.

I had actually tried to paint the red on the nose cone in pure red, since it should be a lot darker than the rest of the red trim. This
failed, and so I decided to just mask the nose off and overspray it with Mr Hobby H95 Smoke Grey. I was much happier with the
result.
Other subtleties kept cropping up. The leading edge of the intakes and wings were not white, although exactly what colour they
are never became truly apparent. Photos taken from further away made them look silver/grey; those close up much more
cream. I used a mix of Mr Color Off White and Sail. The leading edge of the tailplanes also appeared to be darker, as did the
leading edge of the flaps. I went with more Smoke Grey for the former, and Mr Color 317 for the latter (which is what the aerials
were also all painted with). The various grilles all had to be painted black, and the metallic panel near the tail was my first go
with Mr Color Super Metallic 2 paints, which worked pretty well.
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Painting the intake lips was a
challenge. They were masked
using a combination of very thin
strips of Tamiya tape, Humbrol
Maskol, Blu-tack and larger
pieces of old Tamiya tape used
earlier in the build.
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However, once I’d used the buffer, I was generally happy with the overall effect. It’s always difficult to sand around some of the
protruding detail, and I got a bit lazy in some areas, but the result is super-smooth for the most part, without being too shiny.
Eventually, the paint was essentially done, and I embarked on the next stage of the plan: getting a subdued gloss finish. I did
not want a high gloss, and from previous experience had discovered that a gloss varnish sanded down with 2500 grit sponge
and then buffed with a 4000 grit buffer produced a very smooth, reflective, but not overly glossy surface.
This process was started with some layers of Tamiya X-22, upon which I applied the decals. This went fine; what happened next
didn’t. Since I had already highlighted the surface detail, I didn’t care if I filled it in with clear. In fact, it would be better if it was all
filled in. So I loaded my Iwata RG-3 up with some quite thick Mr Color GX100 Clear Gloss and sprayed it on nice and heavy. 24
hours later I had a very glossy airframe and some very wrinkled decals, although fortunately only a few. In an effort to avoid the
same on the underside, I went with KColors SW100, which is a water-based acrylic gloss.

Once everything was good and dry, I set to with wet 2500 grit sponge and film. The GX100 sanded beautifully; the SW100 less
so, and some of the recessed detail got clogged with the residue. This proved remarkably difficult to remove. I’ve learned two
important lessons: GX100 must be applied with care, and SW100 is not the best to polish.
Final construction was a bit of an ordeal as the undercarriage is not engineered terribly well and the wheels flop around all over
the place, and so I ended up with a wonky nose gear leg and some slightly misaligned wheels.
The 6 pitots and AOA sensors around the nose are tiny and jolly difficult to install neatly.
The final result is pleasing enough to my eye from a normal viewing distance. Despite the various challenges, I actually had a lot
of fun making the kit, aside from the interminable sanding of the intakes. I tried new things, and learnt new things, which
hopefully will mean the next project will be even better.

Spot the deliberate mistake! The lower
decal has been fitted 180° the wrong way
round.
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The situation was improved with some
black and white spare decals. The final
shape is still wrong, but it’s better! After
some more white paint, the fix was
made invisible.

(With apologies to any Korean readers out there. I misapplied the text on the upper wing. I fixed some of it, but it’s still not quite
right!)

To see many more photos of Jon’s superb build model, be sure to check out his website - Jon’s Models (https://
jonbryon.com).
Back to Index
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Airfix have recently released a long-awaited 1:48 scale kit of the Supermarine Spitfire F Mk.XVIII, which will probably not come
as such a big surprise since it follows hot on the heels of their earlier FR Mk.XIV from 2019. The kit does, in fact share many
common sprues with the kit of the earlier variant so much of this review will be common to both. The big difference from an Asian
Air Arms perspective is that the more recent kit includes decals for an Indian Air Force example, but more on that later. The
Spitfire Mk.XVIII (Type 394) was a refinement of the earlier Mk.XIV, sharing the same Rolls-Royce Griffon 65 powerplant, but the
later variant was able to carry additional fuel and had a revised, stronger wing structure that reintroduced the longer wingtips
seen on earlier Spitfire variants. Like the Mk.XIV, there were Fighter (F) and Fighter Reconnaissance (FR) variants built. The F
Mk.XVIII missed out on service during the Second World War, although some 300 aircraft were built before production ended in
1946. The aircraft did see service with RAF Squadrons, mainly in the Middle and Far East, where the type saw limited
operational service against Communist guerrillas during the early stages of the so-called Malayan Emergency that ran from 1948
-60. The Royal Indian Air Force also purchased a number of ex-RAF airframes in 1947, as the newly independent service sought
to develop its combat capabilities.

The kit is presented in the now familiar
bright red Airfix box, which features
attractive artwork of a pair of RAF aircraft,
operated by 60 Squadron, swooping low
over the Malayan jungle to engage guerrilla
targets with their Rocket Projectiles (RPs)
and sporting the standard temperate colour
scheme of Dark Green/Ocean Grey over
Light Aircraft Grey. Inside the box, the
modeller is presented with seven sprues
containing 147 finely moulded light grey
and 10 clear parts. It should be noted, at
this stage, that not all of the parts
contained in this kit are actually required to
complete the model. Since the kit shares
several sprues with the aforementioned
Mk.XIV release, care will need to be taken
with the selection of some parts, mainly those related with the mainwheels, hubs and exhausts, since these differ slightly
between the two variants. The parts count also includes a comprehensive weapons fit, which includes six finely detailed 60lb
RPs and two types of conventional bombs. The other minor issue that modellers should note at this stage concerns the removal
of parts from the sprue trees. Since many of the parts are small but finely moulded, extreme care should be taken when
removing them from the ‘gates’. Airfix have made much progress in reducing the size of their sprue gates, when compared with
earlier kits, but the finesse of the parts does require a slow and methodical approach to their removal. The decal sheet includes
markings for two aircraft, the RAF 60 Sqn example portrayed on the box lid, and a second option for a Royal Indian Air Force
aircraft from 1947. A full set of comprehensive and clear assembly instructions, which also include full colour camouflage and
marking diagrams, complete an excellent package.
It will come as little surprise that assembly
is rather conventional and starts with a
nicely detailed 20+ part cockpit, which
includes some nice sidewall detail and a
well defined instrument panel, bulkheads
and floor panels. The kit includes a nicely
moulded three-part pilot figure in period
dress, although care will need to be taken
to follow the instructions if you use this
figure, since some of the other parts need
to be omitted. Once the cockpit is
completed and installed, the modeller is
then faced with the need to make several
choices, mainly associated with choosing
between an open or closed canopy and the
types of weapons to be featured on the
model, since the mounting holes for the
bombs and RPs differ. The rest of the
airframe comes together relatively swiftly
with further options to display the
separately moulded flying control surfaces
in different positions, which would certainly
add interest to the finished model. The
separately moulded four-part radiators are
also nicely rendered, providing options for closed or open louvres. The kit includes distinctive parts to portray the model in ‘flying’
condition or with the undercarriage down, which includes the retractable tailwheel, which was a feature on the later variants of
the Spitfire. Attention then turns to the choice of external weapons, with provision for six 60lb RPs or two 250lb bombs under the
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mainplane, or a 500lb bomb fitted on a centreline rack. Final assembly focuses on the five-bladed
propeller, cockpit canopy and smaller airframe details. As previously mentioned, the main canopy can be
posed open or closed, and separate parts are included for these two options. The kit does include finely
engraved lines to replicate the canopy runners but do take care with these during assembly since they
are quite deep and daylight could be seen through my examples when held up to the light!
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The
colour
scheme
and
decal
placement
instructions are up to the usual
standard for Airfix, and include a
comprehensive set of colour references
for paints from the Humbrol range. The
aforementioned Indian Air Force
options is for HS877, and features an
overall silver colour scheme with black
wing tips, spinner and fuselage band,
with the Saffron/White/Green national
markings as roundels in six positions
together with appropriate fin flashes.
As noted, the Indian Air Force example
would appear to have featured very few
external airframe stencils so this is a
relatively simple scheme to apply to the
model. It would appear that our SIG
has been indirectly involved in the
production of this kit since there is a
small reference to AM Vikram Singh
who is, if I am not mistaken, one of our
Indian members and a well-known
Spitfire aficionado. Not surprisingly, the
decals are equal in quality to those
included in all of the recent releases
from Airfix, being semi-gloss in
appearance and showing excellent
register, clarity and colour density.
This is another welcome release from Airfix of a late-mark Spitfire variant that has been high on the wish lists of many 1:48 scale
aircraft modellers for some time. Airfix are to be congratulated on producing a model that appears to be straightforward and
easy to build. The basic kit will provide a nice replica in its own right, but several of the aftermarket manufacturers will no doubt
be quick off the mark with improvement sets to further embellish your model.
Highly Recommended
Mark Attrill – June 2022
As I mentioned in the preamble to this review, this kit shares many common sprues with the earlier Airfix Supermarine Spitfire
Mk.XIV kit (Kit Reference AX05135). The major differences with the latter kit centre around the main wings, which are clipped
(for which separate clear parts are
included), two different styles of
rudder and exhausts. The Mk.XIV
variant did not feature any external
stores apart from a centreline
mounted slipper tank, which is also
included in this boxing. That said
this particular kit may also be of
interest to Asian Air Arm fans since
the prototype was produced and
exported in larger numbers, with
both the Royal Indian Air Force
and Royal Thai Air Force operating
the variant in the late 1940s and
1950s,
and
with
several
aftermarket decal sheets available
to cater for these particular options.
Some may even have the old
Academy ‘Limited Edition’ kit of the
Mk.XIV in their stash which
included markings for a Royal
Indian Air Force example (with the
‘Chakra’ style roundel) and a Royal
Thai Air Force machine.
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Make

Reference No

Scale

Item

Notes

AFV Club

AR48106

1:48

Northrop F-5F Tiger II

Includes Imperial Iranian Air Force Option

AFV Club

AR48111

1:48

HESA Saeqeh-80

Iranian twin-finned F-5E derivative

Airfix

AX01043

1:72

Northrop F-5A Freedom Fighter

Includes Imperial Iranian Air Force Markings

Fujimi

I-1

1:72

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

‘Ali Cat’ Boxing (Asia-Minor Scheme)

Fujimi

28001

1:72

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

‘Su-22 Killer’ Boxing (Includes IRIAF Option)

Hasegawa

HA02006

1:72

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

‘Iranian Air Force’ (Low-visibility Grey Scheme)

Hasegawa

HA02242

1:72

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

‘Iranian New Desert Scheme’ (Splinter Pattern)

Hasegawa

HA04065

1:72

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

‘Iranian Air Force’ (Asia-Minor Scheme)

Hasegawa

HA01990

1:72

McDD F-4E Phantom II

‘Iranian Air Force’ (Asia-Minor Scheme)

Hobbyboss

HB81771

1:48

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

‘Imperial Iranian Air Force’

Hobbycraft

HC1323

1:72

Canadair Sabre F.Mk.6

‘International’ (Includes IIAF Markings UN Mission)

Italeri

IT138

1:72

Northrop F-5F Tiger II

Includes Imperial Iranian Air Force Option

LS

LS1062

1:144

Lockheed P-3F Orion

‘Imperial Iranian Air Force’ Boxing

Matchbox

40145

1:72

Bell AH-1J Sea Cobra

Includes Imperial Iranian Army Markings

Special Hobby

SH72386

1:72

Dassault Mirage F.1EQ

Includes IRIAF Option (Two-Tone Blue Scheme)

Smer

SM48858

1:48

Sukhoi Su-25UB/UBK Frogfoot

Includes IRIAF Markings

Tamiya

TA61114

1:48

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

Includes IRIAF Option (Asia-Minor Scheme)

Tamiya

TA60301

1:32

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

Includes IRIAF Option (Asia-Minor Scheme)

Armycast

AD48-031

1:48

The Thunderbolts – P-47D, F-47D

Includes IIAF P-47D Thunderbolts

Aztec Decals

AZD72-050

1:72

Freedoms Tigers II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-5E Tiger IIs

CAM

CAM32-037A

1:32

McDD F-4E Phantom II

Includes decals for IIAF/IRIAF F-4Es

CAM

CAM48-007

1:48

McDD F-4E Phantom II

Includes decals for IIAF/IRIAF F-4Es

CAM

CAMP48-010

1:48

McDD F-4E Phantom II

Includes decals for IIAF/IRIAF F-4Es

Caracal

CD72-092

1:72

Fokker F-27 Friendship

Includes Islamic Republic of Iran Naval Aviation Option

Crossdelta

CD48001

1:48

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

The Last Active Tomcats: Iranian ‘Ali Cat’

Cutting Edge

CED48-018

1:48

McDD F-4D Phantom II

Includes IIAF F-4D Phantom markings

Cutting Edge

CED72-020

1:48

McDD F-4D Phantom II

Includes IIAF F-4D Phantom markings

DEKL’s Decals

DA48-027

1:48

North American F-86F Sabre

IIAF Golden Crown Aerobatic Team Markings

DEKL’s Decals

DA72-027

1:72

North American F-86F Sabre

IIAF Golden Crown Aerobatic Team Markings

DEKL’s Decals

DA144-027

1:144

North American F-86F Sabre

IIAF Golden Crown Aerobatic Team Markings

Dream Model

DM0812

1:48

Mikoyan MiG-29 Fulcrum

IRIAF Service – Former Iraqi AF Aircraft

DXM Decals

DXM21-4157

1:48

Grumman F-14 Tomcat Collection 1

Includes IRIAF markings for Blue/Grey and Splinter Scheme

FCM

FCM48-034

1:48

Persian Eagles

Includes decals for IIAF/IRIAF F-4D, F-4E and F-14As

Hi-Decal Line

HDL48-011

1:48

Republic F-84G Thunderjet

Includes IIAF F-84G Thunderjet markings

Hi-Decal Line

HDL48-016

1:48

Northrop F-5E Tiger IIs

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-5E Tiger IIs

Hi-Decal Line

HDL48-021

1:48

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-14A Tomcats

Hi-Decal Line

HDL48-023

1:48

McDD RF-4E Phantom II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF RF-4E Phantoms

Hi-Decal Line

HDL48-025

1:48

McDD F-4D Phantom II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-4D Phantoms
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Hi-Decal Line

HDL48-032

1:48

Lockheed T-33A Shooting Stars

IIAF Service

Hi-Decal Line

HDL48-034

1:48

North American F-86F Sabre

Includes IIAF F-86F Sabres

Hi-Decal Line

HDL48-051

1:72

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-14A Tomcats

Hi-Decal Line

HDL72-047

1:72

Republic F-84G Thunderjet

Includes IIAF F-84G Thunderjet markings

Hi-Decal Line

HDL72-053

1:72

McDD RF-4C/E Phantom II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF RF-4E Phantoms

Hi-Decal Line

HDL72-055

1:72

McDD F-4D Phantom II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-4D Phantoms

Hi-Decal Line

HDL72-057

1:72

McDD F-4E Phantom II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-4E Phantoms

Hi-Decal Line

HDL72-062

1:72

Lockheed T-33A Shooting Stars

IIAF Service

Hi-Decal Line

HDL72-064

1:72

North American F-86F Sabre

Includes IIAF F-86F Sabres

Khosravi

KMA3501

1:35

Agusta-Bell AB-205

Iranian Army

Khosravi

KMA4801

1:48

Agusta-Bell AB-205

Iranian Army

Khosravi

KMA7201

1:72

Agusta-Bell AB-205

Iranian Army

Khosravi

KMA3202

1:32

Agusta-Bell AB-206 Jetranger

In Iranian Service (Includes Pakistan Army Markings)

Khosravi

KMA4802

1:48

Agusta-Bell AB-206 Jetranger

In Iranian Service

Khosravi

KMA7202

1:72

Agusta-Bell AB-206 Jetranger

In Iranian Service

Khosravi

KMA4803

1:48

Boeing CH-47C Chinook

In Iranian Service

Khosravi

KMA7203

1:72

Boeing CH-47C Chinook

In Iranian Service

Khosravi

KMA14404

1:144

Iranian Fighters

Includes F-4D/E, F-5, F-14A & MiG-29

Khosravi

KMA4805

1:48

Sikorsky RH-53D Sea Stallion

In Iranian Navy Service

Khosravi

KMA7205

1:72

Sikorsky RH-53D Sea Stallion

In Iranian Navy Service

Khosravi

KMA14405

1:144

Sikorsky RH-53D Sea Stallion

In Iranian Navy Service

Khosravi

KMA4806

1:48

Sikorsky SH-3D Sea King

In Iranian Navy Service

Khosravi

KMA7206

1:72

Sikorsky SH-3D Sea King

In Iranian Navy Service

Khosravi

KMA14406

1:144

Sikorsky SH-3D Sea King

In Iranian Navy Service

Khosravi

KMA3507

1:35

Agusta-Bell AB-212 (UH-1N)

In Iranian Service

Khosravi

KMA4807

1:48

Agusta-Bell AB-212 (UH-1N)

In Iranian Service

Khosravi

KMA7207

1:72

Agusta-Bell AB-212 (UH-1N)

In Iranian Service

Khosravi

KMA3209

1:32

McDD F-4D/E Phantom II

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Khosravi

KMA3211

1:32

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Khosravi

KMA4812

1:48

Dassault Mirage F.1BQ/EQ

IRIAF Service – Former Iraqi AF Aircraft

Khosravi

KMA7212

1:72

Dassault Mirage F.1BQ/EQ

IRIAF Service – Former Iraqi AF Aircraft

Khosravi

KMA3214

1:32

Mikoyan MiG-29 Fulcrum

IRIAF Service – Former Iraqi AF Aircraft

Khosravi

KMA7214

1:72

Mikoyan MiG-29 Fulcrum

IRIAF Service – Former Iraqi AF Aircraft

Khosravi

KMA4817

1:48

Lockheed C-130H Hercules

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Khosravi

KMA7217

1:72

Lockheed C-130H Hercules

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Khosravi

KMA14417

1:144

Lockheed C-130H Hercules

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Khosravi

KMA4819

1:48

Republic F-84G Thunderjet

IIAF – Includes Golden Crown Aerobatic Team Markings

Khosravi

KMA4820

1:48

Lockheed T-33/RT-33

Imperial Iranian Air Force

Khosravi

KMA7220

1:72

Lockheed T-33/RT-33

Imperial Iranian Air Force
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Khosravi

KMA4821

1:48

North American F-86F Sabre

IIAF – Includes Golden Crown Aerobatic Team Markings

Khosravi

KMA7221

1:72

North American F-86F Sabre

IIAF – Includes Golden Crown Aerobatic Team Markings

Khosravi

KMA7222

1:72

Lockheed P-3F Orion

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Khosravi

KMA14422

1:144

Lockheed P-3F Orion

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Khosravi

KMA4828

1:48

North American F-86F Sabre

IIAF Stencil Markings only

Kits World

KW172143

1:72

North American F-86F Sabre

Includes IIAF F-86F Sabres

Kora Decals

MDE48001

1:48

Iranian F-14A Tomcats Part I

Asia Minor Colour Schemes

Kora Decals

MDE48002

1:48

Iranian F-14A Tomcats Part II

Low-Visibility Grey Schemes

Kora Decals

MDE72012

1:72

Iranian F-14A Tomcats Part I

Asia Minor Colour Schemes

Kora Decals

MDE72013

1:72

Iranian F-14A Tomcats Part II

Low-Visibility Grey Schemes

Microscale

MS48-140

1:48

Northrop F-5E Tiger II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-5E Tiger IIs

Print Scale

PSD48-113

1:48

Northrop F-5E Tiger II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-5E Tiger IIs

Print Scale

PSD48-114

1:48

Northrop F-5A Freedom Fighter

Includes IIAF F-5A Freedom Fighters

Print Scale

PSD48-117

1:48

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Print Scale

PSD48-129

1:48

Mikoyan MiG-29 Fulcrum

IRIAF Service – Former Iraqi AF Aircraft

Print Scale

PSD48-131

1:48

McDD F-4D/E Phantom II

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Print Scale

PSD48-133

1:48

Iranian Thunderbolts (P-47s)

IIAF P-47D Thunderbolts

Print Scale

PSD48-138

1:48

Sikorsky RH-53D Sea Stallion

Includes Iranian Navy RH-53D Option

Print Scale

PSD72-202

1:72

McDD F-4D/E Phantom II

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Print Scale

PSD72-211

1:72

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

IIAF/IRIAF Service

Print Scale

PSD72-229

1:72

Iranian Tigers (Northrop F-5s)

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-5A/RF-5A/F-5E/F

Superscale

SS72-366

1:72

Northrop F-5E Tiger II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF F-5E Tiger IIs

Techmod

TM32033

1:32

McDD F-4D Phantom II

Includes IIAF/IRIAF Options

Techmod

TM32034

1:32

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

Includes IIAF/IRIAF Options

Tigerhead

TD48-007

1:48

P-47s in Foreign Service

Includes IIAF P-47D Thunderbolts

Vespa Decals

VMKD48-003

1:48

Tumansky Engined Su-17 ‘Fitters’

Include Iranian Republican Guard Sukhoi Su-17 Fitter

Wolfpack

WD32006

1:32

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

The Last Active Tomcats: Iranian ‘Ali Cat’

Wolfpack

WD48012

1:48

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

The Last Active Tomcats: Iranian ‘Ali Cat’

Wolfpack

WD72008

1:72

Grumman F-14A Tomcat

The Last Active Tomcats: Iranian ‘Ali Cat’

Maestro Models

MMK3201

1:32

MIM-23 Hawk Missiles

Resin

Maestro Models

MMK4814

1:48

MIM-23 Hawk Missiles

Resin

Maestro Models

MMK7282

1:72

MIM-23 Hawk Missiles

Resin

Wolfpack

WP32011

1:32

Iranian F-14A Tomcat Update Set

Includes resin IFR probe, LAU-7 launchers & Decals

Wolfpack

WP48059

1:48

Iranian F-14A Tomcat Update Set

50 x resin parts including MIM-23 Hawk Missiles

Wolfpack

WP72092

1:72

Iranian F-14A Tomcat Update Set

Includes resin IFR probe, pitot probe & Decals
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The cloth emblem (left), as worn on flight suits, consists of a light-blue silk shield
with the following elements embroidered onto it:
“I.I.A.F.” in red, as is the Iranian vexilloid in the centre (but with a few black details
toward the bottom);
Front view of C-130 is white with black outline and details;
The winged bulls are brown with dark brown shadow areas, black hooves and details
eyes black & white);
The wings are pale yellow, also with black details;
A black surround to the entire shield.
Except for the aircraft and some of the feathers, none of the elements are outlined.
[Information furnished by Adrian Balch]

Position of large version on nose of C-130
number 5-112 (at right). Details not
necessarily the same.
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[Info via Claudio Maranta,
S.A.F.C.H. no.74]
OTHER MARKINGS ON THE UN-CAMOUFLAGED C-130s CARRYING THIS SHIELD
DIFFERED
SLIGHTLY.
OTHER MARKINGS
ONFOR
THEEXAMPLE:
UN-CAMOUFLAGED C-130s CARRYING THIS SHIELD
5-105
- “I.I.AIR
FORCE”
more
compact, with the first “I” lining up with the right
DIFFERED
SLIGHTLY.
FOR
EXAMPLE:
extremity of the shield. [Also via Claudio Maranta]

5-105 - “I.I.AIR FORCE” more compact, with the first “I” lining up with the right extremity
of the shield. [Also via Claudio Maranta]

5-110 - First “I” almost centred over shield. [ref: CANDID AERO-FILES”, Photo
no.807]

5-110 - First “I” almost centred over shield. [ref: CANDID AERO-FILES”, Photo no.807]

5-121 - Different style of numbers on the fin, and NO Arabic numbers above the
large fin flag. [ref: AVIATION WEEK, 2nd June 1975]
————————————————————————————————————-5-121 - Different style of numbers on the fin, and NO Arabic numbers above the large fin
The CAMOUFLAGED C-130s, without the emblem, have even greater variations!

flag. [ref: AVIATION WEEK, 2nd June 1975]
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The Japanese specialist aircraft kit manufacturer, Zoukei-Mura, well-known for their superb 1:32 scale kits of World War II
aircraft subjects, first entered into the somewhat crowded market for 1:48 scale F-4 Phantoms in 2016, and at the time many
wondered whether this was a sound business
decision, based on the fact that Academy had
recently produced some critically acclaimed kits
of the short nose F-4C/D and -J variants already.
The rest is history, as they say, since the ZoukeiMura line has since expanded with the first of
their long-nosed F-4E variants hitting the market
less than three years ago. I ‘traded in’ my
Academy F-4D for the more recent Japanese kit
to see what all the fuss was about and decided to
complete it in Islamic Republic of Iran Air Force
markings, having recently completed a read of
IRIAF F-4 combat operations; I was intrigued with
the fact that the Iranians had utilised this 1960sera fighter-bomber so effectively and against all
odds, and I was equally fascinated with the wear
and tear that was evident on these old warriors,
not just through their operational use but against
the backdrop of long term sanctions which have
driven the domestic aerospace industry to come
up with innovative ways to keep these aircraft
airworthy for almost 50 years!. I plan to complete the model with one of the more unusual load outs used during the long eightyear war with Iraq, which will include an AN/ALQ-87 ECM Pod and
four British made Hunting BL755 Cluster Bombs, which were more
commonly seen on contemporary Royal Air Force aircraft of the
period, such as the BAe Harrier and Jaguar or Panavia Tornado,
but which had been sold to Iran before the Revolution of 1979.
This will not be one of my ’traditional’ kit reviews since the ZoukeiMura range of F-4 Phantoms have been well covered in the
specialist modelling press and various on-line modelling forums,
but I will obviously cover certain aspects of the kit design during
the course of this build feature, and I hope it will be of use to those
of you contemplating your own Iranian model or, indeed, one of
those similar aircraft operated by the Republic of Korea Air Force
(ROKAF). As some of you may have ascertained, I do have a
certain weakness for aftermarket parts to embellish my builds
whether the base kit actually needs these items or not, and I will
detail these items throughout the build and provide a full list for
ease of reference. As you can see from the accompanying images,
I have also assembled several aftermarket decal sheets since I
have yet to decide which one I will actually use.
In most cases, this kit does not really need very much in the way of
aftermarket and certainly not to improve the overall quality of the kit……with one exception. In spite of the praise that has been
rightfully heaped on these Zoukei-Mura kits, I will start with the so-called ‘Elephant in the room’ that has been mentioned on
numerous occasions in the modelling press and on the web, that that being the shape of the rear fuselage on these short-nose F
-4 Phantom kits. It is the one area that Z-M did not get quite right. The main issue is where the rear fuselage tapers down over
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the engine housing, towards the point at which the exhaust nozzles protrude. The tapering is too ASIAN AIR
pronounced and leaves this particular section of the fuselage appearing to be too bloated. I dare say that
many will be able to live with this imperfection but as a self-proclaimed F-4 aficionado I could not. ARMS
Fortunately Jeffrey Kubiak of Hypersonic Models, now based in Japan, came to the rescue and has
produced a superb two-piece resin correction set to address this, the most serious issue with the Z-M kit.
Since I always approach the cutting up of an expensive kit with some trepidation, I decided to tackle this
issue head on and this was the first job I performed with this particular build. Since it involves cutting
through the entire fuselage, extreme care needs to be exercised, particularly as the tolerances on the Hypersonic parts are so
finite. I used thick ‘dymo’ tape on the relevant panel lines to prevent the razor saw from wandering, since this would definitely
have a detrimental effect on the final fit. Fortunately, the instructions included with the correction set are very comprehensive and
straightforward, and if they are followed one cannot really go wrong. Jeffery recommends tackling each fuselage side separately
rather than to be tempted to cut the two parts together. The completion of one fuselage piece provides a useful reference point
when it comes to cutting and re-assembling the second. Unlike some correction sets, Jeffrey has retained all of the detail
incorporated in the original plastic parts, so accurate alignment is an absolute necessity. Some minor sanding to meld the rear
edge of the correction parts with the plastic parts and subsequent re-scribing of panel lines is necessary, but the end result is
excellent, and as you can see from the photographs, the use of filler is minimal for such a major modification to the original
fuselage. One other small detail; the Hypersonic parts are designed for all of the Z-M short-nosed F-4 kits and include the panel
lines associated with the chaff housings fitted to US Navy Phantoms. This detail needs to be eliminated for Air Force variants
including IIAF/IRIAF and ROKAF examples. In summary, I cannot recommend this correction set more highly. For a relatively
modest sum, you get a very high quality set of resin pieces which almost ‘drop fit’ into the main fuselage parts, retaining all of the
superb original detail and ultimately providing a seamless appearance.

I then continued to depart from the recommended build sequence by
tackling the nicely-detailed J79 jet engines. These are relatively simple 7part assemblies (not including the exhaust nozzles that feature later on in the build) with some nice external and internal detail.
Unfortunately most of this will be lost once the powerplants are wrapped up in the fuselage so they were subjected to a quick
paint job with a number of different metallic shades and finished off with a wash. I did focus a little bit of attention on the
undersides since part of the engine will be observable through the auxiliary air doors adjacent to the centreline stores pylon.
Attention then turned to the air ducts and their attachment to the J79
engines, which provides the internal structure with a solid ‘feel’ from
air intake to exhaust nozzle. The main wing was up next with some
work on the main undercarriage bays. These are nicely detailed, not
as comprehensively as those found on the even newer Tamiya F-4B
Phantom but more than adequate for my purposes. As you can see,
I have yet to apply any kind of wash but this procedure will allow
some of the internal detail to pop out in due course. Since I have
elected not to fit any AIM-7 Sparrow Air-to-Air Missiles to this model,
I also fitted the supplied blanking plate (Part O-7) to the forward
fuselage, and I found that care needed to be exercised with the
alignment of this particular part, with the need for some filler to

smooth the seams. Once the upper wing panels were put in
place, it was time to mate the lower fuselage part with the
pre-assembled air ducts/J79 engines. Care will also need to
be exercised here, since there is no bridging support
between the air duct/engine join and the lower fuselage, so
there is a small risk that the whole assembly could bow.
Interestingly Zoukei-Mura would appear to have had some
feedback with this potential issue, since their more recent F4E family of kits now include a bridge to ensure the entire
assembly is more robust. Some dry fitting of the outer
cranked wing panels at this stage also revealed the need to
create some plasticard shims on the outer surfaces of the
wing fold (adjacent to the fuel dump pipes), to avoid seeing
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‘daylight’ once the outer panels are fitted.
Only now did I return to the start of the
recommended build sequence and start
work on the cockpit ‘tub’. As you can
imagine, there are now a number of
aftermarket detail sets to supplement or
replace the kit parts,
but for once I
elected to utilise the
kit parts, mainly
because
I
had
decided to use the excellent Aerobonus resin USN Pilot/WSO & Mk 7H Ejection
Seat combo set, and I felt that these items, combined with some very nicely
detailed kit parts, would be more than sufficient. The kit parts are of very high
quality, with some excellent detail, particularly on the prominent side consoles that
adorn both crew positions on this 1960s-era fighter-bomber. I am only midway
through the cockpit build in spite of the fact that I have spent some hours on
painting and weathering so there is still some way to go.

ASIAN AIR
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So, that’s Part 1 of this build already done. I’ll include the list of the aftermarket
sets assembled together to aid this build, should any of you be inclined to start one
of your own. Part 2 to follow in due course.
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Mark ATTRILL, June 2022
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Airfix have not taken long to capitalise on
the success of their previously-released
1:48 scale kit of the Canadair Sabre
F.Mk.4, which first appeared in 2019, with a
second kit of the North American F-86F-40
Sabre. This is the second Airfix kit in as
many months that will be of interest to
Asian Air Arm fans, since it includes decal
markings for a Japanese Air Self Defence
Force aircraft from the mid-1970s. Not
surprisingly, the kit shares many common
sprues with the kit of the earlier variant,
although there is a brand new sprue that
caters for the so-called ‘6-3’ Wing with
leading edge slats which was a key feature
of the -40 variant and which was
retrospectively fitted to many early variant F
-86 Sabres destined for longer service with
Air Arms around the world.
The North American F-86F Sabre does not need much introduction, given its status as one of the most important aircraft of the
early jet era, which first saw combat use during the Korean War between 1950-53 and went on to serve a wide variety of Air
Arms, in peace and war, from Angola to Taiwan and The Congo to Pakistan. Purely from an Asian Air Arms perspective, it is
worth noting that the -40 variant was delivered directly to Japan, Pakistan and Taiwan (and indirectly to Bangladesh by virtue of
the fact that the new nation acquired some captured ex-Pakistan Air Force examples). Iran, The Philippines, South Korea and
Thailand have also operated the F-86F and although many of these aircraft as supplied were of early models, many would have
had the later slatted wing retrofitted at some stage, so it is worth checking your references for a particular F-86F model you may
have in mind, since this kit may well fit the bill with some very minor modifications and, of course, suitable aftermarket decals.
The kit is presented in the now familiar bright red Airfix box, which features superb evocative artwork of a pair of Royal
Norwegian Air Force aircraft, operated by “The Flying Jokers” Aerobatic Display team of 332 Squadron, flying over the fjords and
mountains of Norway; this is one of my all time favourite Airfix box artworks from Adam Tooby given my long and affectionate
association with the Nordic region. Enough of the emotion! Inside the box, the modeller is presented with five sprues containing
148 finely moulded light grey and 8 clear parts. It should be noted at this stage that not all of the parts contained in this kit are
applicable to the later F-86F-40 variant since this re-release shares some sprues with the aforementioned F.Mk.4 release, so
care will need to be taken with the selection of some parts. In keeping with my previous review of the Spifire Mk.XVIII elsewhere
in this issue, modellers should also note that many of the smaller, finely moulded parts will need to be removed from the sprue
‘gates’ with extreme
care.
As
previously
noted, the decal sheet
includes markings for
two aircraft, a No.332
Squadron
RNoAF
example operated by the
‘Flying Jokers’ in the
early 1960s, with a
second option covering
an aircraft operated by
the 1st Air Wing of the
JASDF from Hamamatsu
Air Base in the mid1970s. Both aircraft sport
overall
silver
colour
schemes, which in the
case of the JASDF
aircraft,
is
nicely
contrasted with some
large red panels on the
fuselage and wingtips
and colourful tail stripes.
As always, Airfix also
provide a full set of
comprehensive and clear
assembly
instructions,
which also include full
colour camouflage and
marking diagrams.
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For those modellers that may be familiar
with previous 1:48 scale F-86F Sabre kits
ARMS
from Academy, Hasegawa and Revell, it
will come as little surprise that the
assembly sequence for this new Airfix kit is
quite similar, and begins with the main air
intake housing and cockpit tub. On this
occasion, therefore, I have elected to forego a lengthy rundown of
the various stages of construction and have decided to highlight
some of the neat design features that Airfix have introduced with
this kit, which contrast quite markedly with those found on the
recent series of Hawker Hunter kits from the same manufacturer,
for example. For example, this kit includes fully detailed gun bays,
housing 6 x 0.50 M3 Browning Machine Guns and includes the
chutes and feed mechanisms. Separate doors are provided for
those that wish to simply blank off this detail, which are fitted early
in the build; for those that want to show off the gun detail, there
are alternative specifically engineered items for this purpose but
care needs to be taken with the overall assembly sequence since
this option requires some minor surgery to the main wing. The
same arrangement applies to the fitting of the air brakes; Once
again, separate blanking plates are supplied for those that wish to
pose these closed and this principle also applies to the
undercarriage. As a result, with all of these options, there is little
risk associated with attempting to adjust parts that are principally
designed to be displayed in the deployed position with the consequential use of filler as is often the case with kits from other
manufacturers. Since this particular variant of the F-86F features full leading edge slats, these can be portrayed in the fully
retracted or deployed position with separate parts included for both options. Another neat design feature is the provision of
separate clear parts to portray the landing lights in the retracted (Part C52) or deployed (parts F7/8) and the cockpit canopy can
also be posed in the open or closed position. The kit does also include the two main types of drop tank fitted to the F-86F Sabre,
together with blanking plates for both the air intake and exhaust nozzle for those that may wish to display their model on the
flightline.
As previously mentioned, and in spite of this appearing to be a relatively simple early era jet aircraft, care does need to be taken
during the assembly sequence, and one should pay close attention to the kit instructions. For example, the aforementioned air
intake blank needs to be fitted at Stage 11, well before the fuselage assembly is completed. Some minor airframe surgery is
also required at several stages to accommodate various options including special-to-type parts, the main undercarriage door
positions (Stages 43a/b), with further surgery should you require the gun bay doors to be displayed open (commencing at Stage
47). The parts are, in general, finely moulded with good detail but I did notice that some suffered from some ‘sink
marks’ (particularly the drop tanks on my own example) so extreme care will need to be taken to address these, particularly if
you are looking to complete the model in an overall
silver or natural metal colour scheme where such
surface imperfections show up very easily.
The colour scheme and decal placement instructions
are up to the usual standard for Airfix, and include a
comprehensive set of colour references for paints
from the Humbrol range. Not surprisingly the decals
are equal in quality to those included in all of the
recent releases from Airfix, being semi-gloss in
appearance and showing excellent register, clarity
and colour density. For those who are not particularly
inspired with the JASDF option, and may be looking
for a subject with a little more of an operational
background, both Hi-Decal and Xtradecal currently
offer aftermarket decal sheets for these subjects. The
former sheet provides decal markings for Imperial
Iranian and Philippine Air Force examples and the
Xtradecal sheet provides markings for a Pakistan Air
Force example in the RCAF style temperate colour
scheme. Armycast Decals of the Czech Republic and
Cutting Edge have also produced suitable decal
sheets in the past, although these are currently out of print but may be available on the internet or through secondhand dealers
at model shows. I also suspect one of the more prominent aftermarket decal manufacturers will produce at least one sheet in
the near future and this will be followed by several aftermarket resin/photo-etched detail sets, if the earlier F.Mk.4 release is
anything to go by.
It will be interesting to see how sales of this most recent release from Airfix will go. This is not the first kit of the late-mark F-86F40 Sabre variant to be available, with those from Hasegawa and Revell (actually a modified Hasegawa kit with additional parts)
still deemed to be very good kits, although they are both relatively difficult to source right now. The Airfix kit, as one would
expect, boasts some superior detail in one or two areas and the provision of numerous blanking plates to cater for the retracted
undercarriage option and closed air brakes/gun bays are good selling points for the new kit.
Highly Recommended, Mark Attrill, June 2022
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‘Following my earlier infographics on how to differentiate an A-4S from an A4S-1,
here's a follow up on the stages the A4S-1 underwent to become an A-4SU.‘
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Posted on the SIG’s Facebook page by YK Goh
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Some of you may recall my review of Yong Kiat Goh’s previous
book ‘Defending Our Skies – The RSAF – A Full Spectrum Force’
in Issue 9 (December 2018) of our bi-monthly newsletter. On that
occasion I was full of praise for the approach that ‘YK’ as we know
him in the SIG, approached the subject and with the quality and
content of the book that was published to celebrate the 50 th
Anniversary of the Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF). I was,
therefore, intrigued to see how he would surpass the quality of
that book with his latest offering ‘Tip of the Spear’ and eagerly
awaited the arrival of my copy, having missed out on securing the
book during the first print run earlier this year, which had sold out
in days as I understand it.

ASIAN AIR ARMS NEWSLETTER 33

Nowadays, I am very seldom ‘blown away’ by the content and
quality of a new aviation book since I have bought hundreds over
the years and few really hit the spot if I am honest. Some come
very close but this latest title on the RSAF is truly sublime and
literally a work of art. Yes, I appreciate that I may be slightly
biased; as a young boy growing up in the Far East, my formative
years in developing a lifelong interest in military aviation were
coupled with the gradual withdrawal of the RAF’s Far East Air
Force (FEAF) and the need for the recently-formed Republic of
Singapore to build its own Armed Forces, including a credible Air
Defence Force, so I have always had a keen affiliation with this
particular Asian Air Arm.
So, on with the book review. This 240-page book is richly illustrated
with just over 950 (Yes 950!) colour and black and white photographs,
a hugely informative text and no less than 280 Colour Side Profiles
(CSPs), with many four-views, of the various combat aircraft types
that have served the RSAF so well over a 50 year period. It says a lot
for a Nation’s Defence analysis and procurement process that over
that time, the RSAF has only actually operated five main aircraft
types, albeit with several sub-variants in most cases. The one aspect
that I had not appreciated until I read through this tome was the sheer
amount of different colour schemes and marking variations that had
been applied to these aircraft over the years, and this is where the
CSP’s really come to the fore. As one would expect from YK, the book

starts logically by ‘Setting the Scene’ with a brief look at the
last years of the British and Commonwealth presence in
Singapore, with many period photographs of RAF Hunters,
Lightnings and Phantoms, Fleet Air Arm Scimitars and Sea
Vixens along with RAAF F-86 Sabres and Mirages and
RNZAF Venoms. Many of the images in this section have
been previously unseen, at least by this reviewer, and this
is, in fact, a theme running through the entire book, with
many images obviously coming from private individuals or
collections. After this interesting introductory study the
book very quickly focuses on the UK-sponsored
programme to generate and support an indigenous military
capability with the creation of Singapore Air Defence
Command (SADC) in 1968. I well remember these days
well and was pleasantly surprised to pick out a group
photograph in this section that includes the father of my
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best school friend of the time, who ASIAN AIR
was a civilian Instructor with
Airwork Limited, a British company ARMS
that had been contracted to deliver
training to the early groups of
SADC engineers! Following the
development of the SADC into the
Republic of Singapore Air Force (RSAF), as an
independent Air Arm, the author moves on to provide
some extremely comprehensive coverage on the Hawker
Hunter and McDonnell-Douglas A-4S Skyhawk, the
backbone of the RSAF during the 1970s, with a
fascinating selection of anecdotal notes, photographs and
CSPs. It did not take the RSAF long to enter the
supersonic club and their procurement of the Northrop F5E/F Tiger II allowed the young Air Force to build their
capability and capacity on this cost-effective fighter
aircraft before setting their sights on even more capable
combat aircraft. Once again, the chapter on entering the
supersonic era is richly illustrated with photographs and
CSP’s. By the late 1980s, the Republic of Singapore was
becoming an economic powerhouse in the region with
security concerns that influenced its decision to embark
on a quantum leap in air power, which saw this small
island nation begin the procurement process that
eventually led to the purchase of its first variants of the F16 Fighting Falcon. As the RSAF took on the mantle of
becoming a full spectrum force during the new
millennium, further orders for more capable F-16 variants
together with the Boeing F-15E Strike Eagle materialised
and all of these latest acquisitions are also covered in detail. One particular element of these last chapters that I had not
previously appreciated was the sheer number of special markings applied to both the F-16 and F-15, perhaps influenced by the
fact that these particular aircraft spend a great deal of their time deployed in the United States where airspace and training
opportunities are more bountiful. It should also be noted at this stage that the book also provides extensive coverage of the
Black Knights Aerobatic Display Team throughout the pages, from their inception with the Douglas A-4S Skyhawk to the present
day, equipped with the F-16 Fighting Falcon, all of course methodically illustrated with photographs and CSPs.
As you may recall, the Author is a former RSAF Officer and this fact alone shines through the book’s meticulous research and
his pride in the Air Arm to which he dedicated his Service. This large
book is, again, presented as an impressive ‘coffee table’ tome and is
logically laid out to present the reader with an extensive look at each
of the major combat aircraft types that have been procured and
operated by the RSAF over the years, from early service with the
Hawker Hunter to the celebration of the Service’s 50th Anniversary
with the spectacular commemorative colour scheme applied to a
Boeing F-15SG Strike Eagle. At this stage I really do need to give a
call out to Mark Goh Yong Chuan, the mastermind behind the 280
Colour Side Profiles and four-view drawings which serve as a useful
summary at the end of each chapter. Mark is the driving force behind
Miliverse Decals, the specialised decal manufacturer of RSAF
subjects in particular, so it come as no surprise to learn that the
drawings have been prepared as much for the modeller as for the
researcher. There are literally hundreds of colour schemes and/or
markings that I have not previously seen in print anywhere else and I
really hope that, in time, Mark will be able to convert at least some of
these wonderful CSPs into decal form for the modellers among you!
Have no doubt, this is another extremely impressive book from YK
Goh that is the definitive study on the combat types that have served
with the RSAF since its inception in 1968. As previously stated, a
large proportion of the imagery has been sourced from personal
collections and has not been seen or published before and this,
together with the huge variety of Colour Side Profiles and Four-View
drawings covering the colour schemes and markings applied to RSAF
aircraft throughout the years, makes this an invaluable resource for all. For the modeller in particular, this book offers a wealth of
new information on the colour schemes and markings sported by SADC and RSAF combat aircraft over its 50-year history; not
only that, it also provides some excellent references on non-standard weapons and stores fits, ground support equipment and
even the flying clothing worn by RSAF pilots through the years, given the wide variety of images included in the final section.
Granted, some of the photographic images are quite small, such is the authors’ desire to make this book a one-stop reference,
but this is a very minor point and takes nothing away from the overall delivery and quality of this masterpiece.
Wholeheartedly recommended to anyone with an interest in Commonwealth or Small Air Forces.
Mark Attrill, June 2022
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Having received 14 sample pages courtesy of the author, it would have been a shame not to use all of them!
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“Harriers were flown by the Royal Thai Navy.” I
can attest that many “fans” of the Harrier that visit
G-VTOL at Brooklands Museum are surprised to
hear that statement, as indeed are a fair few
model makers when they see these two models.
There’s probably a host of reasons for this, not
least of which is finding detailed information about
their use, and it’s now a distant memory for most
of us. For the information we do have, I
recommend you read my fellow Harrier SIG
member’s article in Newsletter 20 (April / May
2020) entitled “AV-8 Harrier in Royal Thai Navy
Service” by Dave Fleming. Now you know the
history, let’s focus on these particular models.
Those model makers with Harrier knowledge can
skip this bit and go straight to the build notes … if
you build a Harrier at “dispersal” you need to be
mindful of a few items if you wish to be more
accurate in your representation of the aircraft.
Nose gear doors are almost always open and
main gear doors are almost always closed. The
flaps and ailerons are always up. The tailplanes
are set in the neutral position. The auxiliary intake
doors drop under gravity and thus are open at the
top and closed at side and bottom. Nozzles are
usually in the “zero” position – i.e. straight
backwards for normal flight. If you have the
canopy open, there’s a step that drops down from
the starboard intake to assist pilot boarding if
steps are not available. The airbrake will be open
(kits usually set the correct angle with the length of the strut). For the ‘Full Monty’ you can add intake FOD covers, ERU safety
pin RBFs and pitot covers of course.
Harrier AV-8A
This is my attempt to replicate Harrier AV-8A, serial 3108 / 8, in its
“dark grey over mid grey” scheme as described by Dave. At the
time of the build, 2011, I had the choices of Monogram or Airfix kits
as the base for the build. The Tamiya Harrier and Sea Harrier fall
into the “If I was you, I wouldn’t start from here” category for the
overwhelming majority of Harrier modellers. I’d already used up my
stock of Monogram kits (x3) and I did not have another one
available at the time. The Airfix kit is, of course, the later GR.3 with
the LRMTS nose and it would require replacement with the original
nose of the GR.1/AV-8A. Decals had to be sourced from a 3rd party
provider. Nothing too drastic so far. The following notes are a
consolidation of some work-in-progress notes I made at the time
and are not the result of a wonderful memory!

Using the Airfix kit, I consigned the following to the spares box:
internal nozzle backers, main/nose undercarriage, pilot, ejection seat, gun pods, LRTMS nose and pitot, blade aerials and the in
-flight outriggers. Retrieved from the spares box were a resin GR1/AV-8A nose, main/nose undercarriage struts and wheels,
strakes (x2), Stencel AV-8A ejection seat , airbrake actuating rod, control column and in-flight refuelling probe. Some scratchbuilding was required for the rear nozzle deflector plates, tailplane splitter plates, blade aerials and anti-collision beacons.
During the construction, I removed the LRTMS nose, internally blanked off the nozzle fairings with black electrical tape, drilled
the vents just forward of the tailplanes and cut out and backfilled with plasticard the APU exhaust outlet. I added two simple
undercarriage bays made from plasticard, but without detailing as they would not be seen, even with both sets of doors down. I
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chose to open the main gear doors
based on images of the jet in the static ARMS
at airshows. I originally planned to use
the Monogram intakes but ended up
cutting out the Airfix ones and creating
doors and inlet sides etc. I also moved
the front stage compressor blade slightly further forward as it
sits too far back and did the necessary tidying up now
required inside the intake. I created new exhaust heat shields
using the Harrier SIG template from plasticard and thin
plasticard strips glued to the surface and lightly sanded down.
I used plasticard to detail the airbrake bay. I drilled a hole in
the resin nose, inserted a rod and then was able to glue that
to the floor of the cockpit as well as the fuselage for added
strength. New “bacon slicers”, a.k.a. the tailplane splitter plates, were made from plasticard and added to the tailplanes.
Various sink marks, gaps and other modelling misdemeanours were filled in before I sprayed on a coat of primer using an
aerosol can.
For the painting I used LifeColor's UA022 (FS36118 - Gunship
Grey ) for the top surface colour and LifeColor's UA028
(FS36270 - Neutral Grey) for the under surface colour. They
are the ones that the Siam Scale decal sheet (SSN 48008)
suggests, albeit as Gunze H305 and H306 equivalents. I’ve
never found any official designations of what was used and
they looked sensible choices to me. These acrylics were brush
painted, as were all other paints used on the model. After
sealing the model with Johnson’s Klear (brushed on), I added
the decals. I don’t have notes on the decaling process, but I
don’t think there were any major issues with them. After sealing
the decals again, I did some weathering with Tamiya
weathering powders and then added all the bits you’d usually
knock off if you had already added them at this stage.
If you were doing a Thai Harrier today, I’d suggest you forego all this faff and use the Kinetic kit for a much better start and end
result. However, considering it was only my 7th 1/48th scale model after returning to the hobby after a very long break, it had the
virtue of teaching me how much I had to re-learn in the hobby.
Harrier TAV-8A
Roll the clock forward 10 years and the arrival of the
Kinetic “T-Harrier” kit allowed me to model one of the
two twin-seaters that the Royal Thai Navy bought from
Spain (01-807 and 01-808, becoming 3101 and 3102
respectively). Compared with the AV-8A build, this was
going to be much less fuss and bother. You will need
to source some ejection seats which can be a problem
as they are difficult to find. I grabbed some from the
Harrier GR1/GR3 kit as they are spares. The
alternative is to use the Harrier II seats and modify
them.
There are a few things you need to fix in the Kinetic kit to get
a decent result. The biggest issue is with the wings – the
inner surfaces need thinning and trimming at the rear to
prevent a step appearing when the ailerons and flaps are
added. Admittedly this is hidden from view, but you know it’s
there and it will annoy you, will it not? The wing work also
helps a better, tighter fit around the outriggers. There’s also
some filling required at the dog-tooth at the front due to an
error in the mould. Elsewhere, some thinning of internal
sections are required to ensure a perfect fit, in particular the
engine bay doors into fuselage, the auxiliary door inserts
and the undercarriage bay sides. The inner pylons need re-shaping at the front as they are in fact the ones from the Sea
Harrier. Be sure to use photo references to confirm which aerials you need. I’d ignore all of the stores in the kit except the drop
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tanks and you only need the strakes
for this Harrier. (I’ve never seen ARMS
photos of gunpods fitted on the USMC
or Thai twin-seaters, but there are
some for the Spanish TAV-8S.)
Finally, I’ve never been able to get the
main wheels to touch the floor without extending the strut,
removing the pins that slot into the front of the bay and simply
letting it touch the floor and then gluing it in place. I’m
prepared to accept it’s more than likely something I’m doing.
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Kinetic’s instructions are not always the easiest to follow and
they do have the odd error and omissions. One area you
want to be sure to test fit and dry run is combining all the
internal elements in the fuselage before closure (cockpit,
intakes and front gear bay, compressor bell mouth and main
gear and airbrake bays). You certainly don’t need to cut the bell mouth intake in half (part K8) as directed. You can see from
magazine builds that a number of approaches have been taken. Which is best is the one that works for you. All I will say is that
if you hold the front fuselage together with the cockpit and nose gear in place you can manoeuvre K8 into position from the rear
and once slotted in correctly, start to glue the front together. I glue the main gear and airbrake bay to one side first, though you
can add it after the fuselage is joined by inserting it through the top where the wing will be fitted. This will make more sense if
and when you have the kit in front of you. The Harrier SIG will also be happy to help if you need more information at the time.
Once the kit was assembled, I used Mig AMMO white and light
gull grey (FS36440) acrylic paints for the main scheme to
represent the aircraft when initially delivered. Images of the
aircraft as an exhibit and in service suggest that there may have
been a different grey applied. It’s hard to tell with scans and
digitisation of images and no confirming official narrative. I have
to confess I used a different grey on the Spanish equivalent in
1984 as all the images at the time made the grey look different
to the official scheme colour. It gives the experts something to
talk to (or is that “at”) you about when they see your model! As
with the TAV-8A, it was brush painted and finished with a matt
varnish and minimal weathering. Decals were mainly from the
Kinetic kit and I used the nose badges and formation lights from
the Siam Scale decal sheets. For the final touch, I added vinyl
MDCs to the canopy. These were home-made and done with
the aid of a Silhouette Portrait cutter. The canopy does have
the MDC engraved, but it is quite faint and incomplete down
one side.
I’ve never found any model references for these aircraft, only real-life operations information and that’s pretty scant. Suffice to
say that if you get something wrong, there aren’t many people who can tell you that you made a mistake!
Hopefully that’s given you a better idea of the build history of the kits and perhaps inspired you to add one or both options to
your model collection?
Spanish Navy / Royal Thai Navy Harriers
The table below shows
the manufacturing and
service serial numbers
for the original 13
aircraft.
Note
the
superstitious omission of
01-813
and
the
assignment of a US
BuNo. The latter due to
a small difference of
opinion between the UK
and Spain over Gibraltar
which led to the aircraft
being manufactured in
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the UK and then shipped to the US for final assembly and then delivery. Four aircraft were lost in
Spanish Navy service, leaving 7 single-seaters and 2 twin-seaters available for purchase.

ASIAN AIR
ARMS

Details are given in the table below:

Line Build
Schedule (LBS)
No.

US BuNo

41H0350193

712184/98

159560

AV-8S

41H0350194

712185/99

159561

41H0350195

712186/101

41H0350196
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MARINA
Serial (Years 76-

ARMADA
Serial (Years 80-

Matricula
(original)

RTN Serial

008-1

01-801

VA.1-1

n/a

AV-8S

008-2

n/a

VA.1-2

n/a

159562

AV-8S

008-3

01-803

VA.1-2

3103

712181/103

159557

AV-8S

008-4

01-804

VA.1-3

3104

41H0350197

712182/104

159558

AV-8S

008-5

01-805

VA.1-4

3105

41H0350198

712183/105

159559

AV-8S

008-6

01-806

VA.1-5

3106

41H0360029

212029/5

159563

TAV-8S

008-7

01-807

VAE.1-1

3101

n/k

212030/7

159564

TAV-8S

008-8

01-808

VAE.1-2

3102

41H035247

712223/109

161174

AV-8S

008-9

01-809

VA.1-6

3107

41H035248

712224/110

161175

AV-8S

008-10

01-810

VA.1-7

n/a

41H035249

712225/111

161176

AV-8S

008-11

01-811

VA.1-8

3108

41H035250

712226/112

161177

AV-8S

008-12

01-812

VA.1-9

n/a

41H035251

712227/113

161178

AV-8S

008-14

01-814

VA.1-10

3109

HSA No

Variant

79)

96)

Editor: As mentioned in the text, Graham built the AV-8A back in 2011, and the original article appeared on the Britmodeller
website as a work-in-progress. He has edited his original text for our newsletter.
Graham has also posted some thoughts about brush painting on our Facebook page, which are presented below to complement
his article.
I know a picture paints a thousand words, but videos aren't my thing. Maybe this will be of interest to those who brush paint?
Acrylic primer from spray can as base - though now, as often as not, I brush AK Interactive's primers on the model. The acrylic
paints I use are Ak Interactive 3rd Gen, Hataka Blue Line, AMMO Mig, Vallejo Model Color and / or Life Color, straight from the
bottle onto a wet palette*. I don't dilute / thin them, but may occasionally use Winsor & Newton Flow Improver.
I apply with a broad, flat head brush (e.g. Daler Rowney Flat Shader AF62 series or Pro Arte Prolene Plus One Stroke
Series using a size 6 or 8 for large areas, 4 for smaller. I do not use round head brushes except on very small items.
Don't overload the paint on the brush. Work quickly, but don't worry about complete coverage on initial coats. Try not to overbrush areas already covered and if you do, lighten the pressure on the brush as you apply. Brush in same direction as airflow any "streaks" then look like "weathering"! Don't go over drying areas - you will drag semi-dry paint around causing lumps. Don't
apply paint at edges to avoid runs and drips. You want to be lifting paint off sometimes as you get to an edge. If worried about
filling panel lines, paint in the direction of panel line and then go back to airflow direction. I rarely sand between coats, except to
remove dust or drips (oops). Apply in sections (maybe in different places on the model) and then come back to fill in the gaps
when the paint has dried.
Once you are at the stage you're happy with the finish, seal with matt or gloss varnish. Note I now apply decals over matt
varnish if they are new, fresh decals. Once the decals on, apply another coat of varnish to seal. I don't use Klear.
*The wet palette avoids you picking up drying paint from the side of the bottle and stops the paint from drying whilst you are
applying it. Use a new bit of paper to add paint to avoid dried paint - a good session means the paper will look like a paintball
target! I use baking/parchment paper on a slightly wet cleaning sponge (Spondex for example) in an air tight plastic box.
Replace paper when area used up and top up with water if the sponge dries
out.
Hope that's a reasonable explanation of what I do for those interested.
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Asian Air Arms SIG
encourages you to join

IPMS
The International
Plastic Modellers’ Society
But why should you?
IPMS covers not just the UK, but the whole world!
Over 80 clubs in the UK (including 2 on-line clubs) plus 55 overseas branches in over 50 countries
(from Malta to Venezuela, Russia to Brazil, Australia to China).
Click here for information on foreign membership!
Like to concentrate your modelling on particular topics?
IPMS has over 70 Special Interest Groups (SIGs) covering every possible subject, such as:
“Battleship”, “Formula 1 & Motorsport”, “Harrier”, “Landing Craft”, “Sci-Fi & Fantasy”,
“Splash - Flying Boats and Amphibians”, “Leopard Main Battle Tank”, “Aerobatic Display Teams” etc., etc!
There is a SIG just for you!
And it’s free to members!
Like to stay informed about what’s going on in the modelling world?
IPMS Magazine is published six times a year, with all articles written by IPMS members,
and is posted directly to your home.

And it’s free to members!
Want technical advice on your modelling themes?
There is a Technical Advisory Service for all topics including aircraft, figures, shipping and military vehicles.
And it’s free to members!
Hunting for that elusive decal sheet?
IPMS Decal Bank has thousands to choose from—just ask and they’ll try searching for you!
And it’s free to members!
Lost an instruction sheet and don’t know how to proceed?
The Instruction Sheet Library may be able to put you back on the right path.
And it’s free to members!
Want to attend the biggest modelling show in the world?

IPMS Scale Modelworld event in November covers three huge halls, welcoming thousands of visitors
from all over the world, to see the very latest releases and enjoy club displays from the UK, Europe and beyond.
And it’s free to members!
And what will all this set you back?
About one pint of beer a night for 8 nights a year!
Or to put it another way, less than filling your car’s tank just once a year!
Adult membership in the UK costs from just £22! Equivalent to 42 pence per week or 6 pence per day!!
For this you get:
* Free fellowship with the whole international modelling fraternity wherever you travel!
* Free access to all Special Interest Groups and Technical Advisory Services
* Free weekend entry to the biggest model show in the world!

* Free access to IPMS Decal Bank and the Instruction Sheet Library!
* Free IPMS Magazine posted to you six times a year!
And all this for just 6 pence per day!
Asian Air Arms strongly recommends that you join IPMS.
Join here today! http://ipmsuk.org/membership/membership-prices/
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